
















The world is a beautiful place, and 
we want to make it easier to get 
outside and explore. Our goal is 
to spread a little happiness in the 
world with beautifully designed 
beach, travel and sport towels.

Some of the happiness we create 
is due to our colorful, clean designs. 

Some of it comes from how well our towels perform - soft & smooth 
microfiber that is super absorbent, quick drying and mildew and 
odor resistant. 

Some is due to the care we put into sourcing high quality fabric that is
Oeko-Tex 100 Certified and made from 50% recycled water bottles. 

Some happiness definitely comes from how easy our towels are to pack 
because they fold down small and have the unique attached elastic band 
that keeps them neatly folded together. And some of it comes from the 
great value we give our customers with a reasonable, affordable price.

But we think the happiness is really spread through our love of what we do, 
and the joy it gives us thinking about how our towels are helping make 
people's lives easier, whether it's packing their kids' bags for summer camp, 
packing their own suitcases for a long-awaited trip, or packing their tote 
bags for a fun day at the pool, beach, court or gym. 

We love imagining our vivid towels out and about in the world, bringing 
some fun and function to peoples' every day lives and special moments.

Clutch Towels was founded by a busy mom who was looking for a
better towel to pack in her kids' camp bags on busy summer
mornings. The bulky, heavy, regular terrycloth towels would return
home wet and smelly, and they just weren't working. She wanted 
to find stylish, colorful designs in a functional, well-designed towel
that could make life easier. And when she couldn't find it, 
she made it herself. 

Today, she still creates every bright & happy design, hand-selecting
each color and ensuring the quality of the materials in everything
she makes. And as her fun, modern designs extend to new items,
her mission remains the same: to spread a little happiness with
beautiful, functional products that make life easier.

ABOUT



Clutch Towels 
www.clutchtowels.com 

hello@clutchtowels.com 
978-254-7575

Clutch Towels are thoughtfully-designed 
microfiber beach & sport towels made from 50% 

recycled water bottles, that are super-absorbent, 
quick-drying, and ultra-compact, so they’re 

easy to pack & take anywhere.
 

Each towel has an attached elastic band that 
keeps it neatly folded together, and every one is 
created from one of our original, happy designs, 

sure to spread a little sunshine.
 

See our collection for travel, beach, swim, 
tennis, golf, & even your dog.

 
We can also create custom towels with 

your own design, logo and colors.


